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Abstract. One of the price tags attached to the blessings that OO brings about is
a drop in efficiency due to dynamic method dispatch. Much research effort is
being spent on the problem of eliminating it, by applying static analysis to
predict the set of dynamic types which a variable might store at any given
program location. It was previously shown that the problem is NP-hard even if
the program under analysis has no multi-level pointers. In this work, we show
that under similar conditions, the problem is P-SPACE complete, provided that
the program is not recursive. In the presence of recursion, the problem becomes
EXP-TIME complete. (These two results also give an exponential time
algorithm for a family of type analysis problems.) If multi-level pointers are
allowed then the problem becomes EXP-SPACE complete without recursion and
DEXP-TIME with it. Further, if the program under analysis may use recursive
data structures then the problem becomes undedicable. Despite these, somewhat
discouraging, results, we can prove that the type analysis becomes tractable, as
evident from past practical experience, if the program under analysis obeys some
few simple software engineering rules, while the analysis algorithm makes a
corresponding simplifying assumption.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

At the very basis of object-oriented (OO) programming stands the notion of dynamic
binding of a method name to a method body. Since variables in OO programs may be
polymorphic, it is necessary to determine, based on the receiver’s run-time (dynamic)
class, the actual method to execute in response to a message send, or to use a SIMULA

[ND81] jargon, to execute a virtual function call. Almost by definition, dynamic
binding incurs both space and time penalties. In order to distinguish between receivers
of different classes it is necessary to store some encoding of an object’s class in
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memory. This memory overhead is rather minimal and is considered at worst a
necessary evil. However, the cost in time due to the need to retrieve this encoding and
to branch to the appropriate method body can be significant. It has been reported that
the cost in time of a virtual function call can be two to three times higher than that of a
global function or non-virtual method call [HLS97]. A higher penalty in performance
is due to a secondary effect, which is that the code optimizer is deprived of the
opportunity to use simple inlining of routines in the presence of dynamic binding. This
effect is only aggravated by the fact that OO programming style effects many small
routines.

A large body of research has been dedicated to the study of cost in time of dynamic
binding and in efforts to minimize it. See [HCU91, DGC95, DMM96, PBF96, ZCC97]
for some examples of the many works on the various aspects of the topic. It has been
widely observed that a large portion of virtual function calls, if not most of them, are
in fact monomorphic, i.e., that the class of the receiver in a particular call site was
always the same at program run time. Empirical numbers in the range of 50% to 95%
for some program according to some studies were observed for the ratio of
monomorphic calls, both statically, as a fraction of the number of call sites, and
dynamically, as a fraction of the number of actual calls (See, e.g., Fig. 2-5 in [BS96]
and Fig. 13 in [DMM96]).

One of the most important research problems today in the area of implementation of
OO languages is the efficient identification of monomorphic call sites. The
computational complexity of this problem is the subject of this work. More
specifically, we study a slightly more general variant known as the object oriented type
analysis problem (OOTA) which is to determine the set of types (classes) that a
polymorphic variable may assume at a certain program location. A call site is
monomorphic if and only if the receiver’s set is singleton.

The OOTA problem is difficult compared to many static analyses problems since it
tangles intra- and inter-procedural analysis which is known to be difficult [SP82].
Moreover, it inherently involves dealing with something very similar to function
pointers, which are usually ignored by traditional data flow algorithms: The type
(class) of a variable determines the method called and the method called may in turn
determine the type a variable may have. We are not aware of any actual experiments of
trying to run a full-blown analysis except [G97] and [GP97], which were limited to a
toy language. Despite many experiments of using various approximation algorithms
and heuristics, the OOTA problem remains open. These algorithms usually leave a
certain gray area of call sites, which are observed monomorphic in some experimental
runs, but aren’t shown by the algorithm to be as such in all runs. It is not clear whether
these are a result of a shortcoming of an algorithm, or due to insufficient runs.
Eliminating that gap and the cost of doing so is still open. The results of this paper
give a fundamental reason to believe that the cost of doing so might be too high in the
general case, but within reach for well-written programs.

Aside from optimization, it should be noted that OOTA has also applications to type
checking in co-variant languages such as EIFFEL [M92]. In order to type-check the
arguments to a method call, it is necessary to determine the set of classes the receiver
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might assume. This is done for example in Meyer’s “polymorphic catcalls” algorithm
[M95].

1.2 Results

Before stating our results, a brief overview of complexity classes may be in place. For
more information, the reader may consult a textbook, such as Hopcroft and Ullman
[HU79] or David Johnson’s survey paper [J90]. The most familiar complexity class is
NP---the class of all sets (sometimes called languages) whose membership can be
decided in non-deterministic polynomial time. Informally, one may say that NP is the
class of problems that can be non-deterministically solved in polynomial time. By the
same token, P, EXP-TIME, and DEXP-TIME are the classes of all problems which

can be solved in polynomial ( )1(On ), exponential (
)1(

2
On ), and doubly exponential

(
)1(

22
On

) time, respectively. Similarly, P-SPACE and EXP-SPACE, are the classes of
problems that can be solved in polynomial and exponential space respectively. It is not
too difficult to establish that

TIME-DEXPSPACE-EXPTIME-EXPSPACE-PNPP ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ .

However, although there is strong evidence that all these classes are different, and
despite tremendous work geared towards this, very few (and mostly trivial) such
separation were proved.

For a complexity class X , we say that a problem L is X -hard (with respect to
polynomial time-reductions) if any other problem XL ∈' can be reduced to L in
polynomial time. A hardness result is in effect a lower bound on the complexity of a
problem. Asserting that it is in a certain complexity class provides an upper bound to
the complexity of this problem. We say that problem L is X -complete if in addition
to being X -hard we also have XL∈ , and hence in a sense captures the heart of the
complexity of class X .

Informally stated, our main results are:

In its simplest incarnation, i.e., no recursion and no muli-level pointers, the OOTA
problem is P-SPACE complete. This means that the problem is exactly as hard as the
hardest problem that can be solved in polynomial space. It is believed that P-SPACE
complete problems are not tractable (i.e., cannot be solved in polynomial time), but no
proof for this is known yet.
1. If the program under analysis is recursive, then OOTA becomes EXP-TIME

complete. In other words, the problem becomes provably intractable.
2. If, however, the program under analysis uses multi-level pointers, but no recursive

data structures, then OOTA is EXP-SPACE complete.
3. If the both recursion and multi-level pointers are allowed, then OOTA becomes

DEXP-TIME complete.
4. If the program has recursive data-types, then the problem becomes undecidable,

regardless of the setting of the other parameters.
These results are also summarized in Table 1.
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Recursion Multi-level pointers Recursive Data Types Complexity

No No No P-SPACE
complete

Yes No No EXP-TIME
complete

No Yes No EXP-SPACE
complete

Yes Yes No DEXP-TIME
complete

— — Yes Undecidable

It should be said that all of these results are subject to the standard hypothesis of static
analysis, namely, that all paths in the program flow graph are possible [B78, MJ81]. In
the absence of this, the problem is trivially undecidable. In addition, our results can
only characterize algorithms that give an exact answer relative to some simplifying
assumptions. Heuristics that give some conservative approximation are much more
difficult to deal with rigorously.

Even with the all-paths-possible assumption, an easy consequence of our result is that
in general, OOTA of dynamically typed languages is undecidable, since a priori a
program written in such a language may contain recursive data types.

On the positive side, we prove that if the total number of variables that can be
simultaneously reached from any single routine is at most logarithmic in the size of the
program, then OOTA can be solved in sub-exponential time. Indeed, we may expect
this to be the case in all well-written programs! The number of local variables and
parameters of a routine should be bounded by a small constant. Global variables
should rarely occur; in the worst case, at most one global variable should be
introduced for a constant factor increase in the program size. Further, in a good object
oriented program, the inheritance tree should be reasonably balanced, and the number
of instance variables that each class introduces should not depend on its location in the
inheritance hierarchy, but rather bounded by a small constant. Thus, the total (inherited
and introduced) number of instance variables in each class should be logarithmic.

To show that the problem can be solved in polynomial time, it is required in addition
that the degree of polymorphism of each variable, i.e., the number of different classes
it may have, is not too large. More precisely, we define a new metric called
chameleonicity, which should be useful in assessing the relative difficulty of the
OOTA problem of a given program. If chameleonicity is logarithmic, then OOTA can
be done in polynomial time.

Table 1 The complexity of the object oriented type analysis problem
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1.3 Related Work

There are not too many results characterizing the complexity of static-analysis
problem. Landi [L92] showed that a general static analysis problem is undecidable. A
more recent result is due to Horwitz [H97] to the effect that “may-alias” analysis is
NP-hard. Closer to our field, Pande and Ryder [PR94] assert a theorem that OOTA is
NP-hard in the presence of single level pointers and give some indications on the ideas
behind their proof. To our knowledge, this is the only previous result to deal with the
complexity of OOTA. In this work, we show that OOTA is in fact P-SPACE complete
provided it contains no recursive calls. Our result extends Pande and Ryder’s in
several other respects. First, we deal the variants of multi-level pointers, recursive data
structures, and recursive programs. Second, we give an exact characterization of input
programs in which the OOTA problem is tractable. Third, by showing completeness in
a complexity class, we provide algorithms, albeit quite inefficient for most cases, but
with sound asymptotic time bounds. This is to be compared with much of the practical
research in the field in which only empirical run-times are reported. See for example
[CGDD97] for a comparison of various algorithms and heuristics for many sorts of
inputs in different languages. Asymptotic results using the O -notation are rare:
Golubski [G97] claims a doubly-exponential bound on the run time of his type-
analyzer. (We believe there is a flaw in his estimate, and that sometimes his algorithm
might not halt.) For some cases Pande and Ryder [Pr97] claim a bound which is
polynomial in the program’s input size (and linear in the output size), but they have no
claims regarding the worst or average case. Another polynomial algorithm is that of
Palsberg and Schwartzbach’s algorithm, which is limited to the intra-procedural
version of the problem.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following Section 2 we
provide a more precise definition of the OOTA problem, which makes it possible to
state our results in a precise manner. Section 3 presents the proof that OOTA, in the
absence of recursion, multi-level pointers, and recursive data types is P-SPACE
complete. Section 4 shows that the introduction of recursion makes the problem EXP-
TIME complete. This section also shows that if the number of accessible variables is
logarithmically bounded, then the problem becomes polynomial. Sections 5 shows that
the problem is EXP-SPACE (without recursion) or DEXP-TIME (in its presence)
when multi-level pointers allow access to up to an exponential number of variables,
while Section 6 shows that it is undecidable when recursive data types allow access to
an unbounded number of variables. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
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2 Problem Definition and Exact Statement of Results

Type analysis algorithms usually make simplifying assumptions of many sorts and take
various shortcuts in order to make the problem tractable. For example, an algorithm
may not distinguish between array entries, and apply a shortcut of breaking out of one
of its internal loops if it iterates more than a pre-set number of times. Shortcuts like
this resist the traditional methods of complexity analysis. Not much can be said about
an algorithm that stops with the best (conservative) result it has after at most one
second, regardless of the program’s input size and complexity.

Simplifying assumptions, on the other hand, can be studied by expressing them as
restrictions on the programming model, while requiring the algorithm to produce the
exact result in this restricted model. The impact of the unification of array elements on
complexity can be understood by considering a variation of the type analysis problem
in which the input program is forbidden from using any arrays. Thus, in order to
investigate algorithms that unify all array elements we will use an OO language that
does not admit arrays.

More generally, the object-oriented type analysis problem is parameterized by the
language of the input program. Of course, it is only important to consider the abstract
properties of the language, since the exact syntax, and many of the semantic variations
play no role. When concrete programs need to be written, we will sometimes use an
appropriate subset of C++ [S97].

Note that for the purpose of studying complexity, the ease of writing programs in a
language is of no relevance. In fact, some of the languages we will use are so weak
that it is impossible to write any useful programs in them. The sole purpose is the
study of the impact of the various simplifying assumptions type-analysis algorithms
can make. Conversely, by studying the OOTA problem in these various languages we
can gain a better understanding of the challenge different input programs pose to type
analysis algorithms.

Let L be an OO language. Then, by Lp ∈ we mean that program p is written in L .

We use the following notations: || p is the length of the source code of p (measured

e.g., in characters, or in tokens), )( pC is the set of all classes defined in p , )( pG is

the set of all of global variables of p . For )( pGv ∈ , )()( pCvS ⊆ is the set of all

classes c such that there is a legal run of p which upon termination set variable v

to c .

Definition 1 The Object-Oriented Type-Analysis of a language L, or for short
OOTA(L), is: given a program Lp ∈ determine )(vS for each )( pGv ∈ .

2.1 Comments

Global vs. local variables. We intentionally restrict our attention to global variables.
Examining local variables brings about a new, but rather inessential, dimension of
context-sensitivity. There are potenitally many different contexts in which a procedure
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may be called, and the set of dynamic types of a certain local variable in each of those
might be different. If there is a need to analyze the type of a local variable of a
procedure in the union of all calling contexts to that procedure, then our assumption
does not lead to any loss of generality. This is since the program under analysis can be
modified to include a non-deterministic assignment of that local to a global variable at
the end of the procedure. Alternatively, the procedure can be made into a main
program, while all calling contexts of that procedure are transformed into different
legal runs of this program.

This issue becomes more delicate if it is required to do a type analysis of a local
variable in each calling context, where a calling context is defined as a certain
configuration of functions in the call stack. The number of such calling contexts can be
exponential (e.g., in the case the program comprises of procedures nn qqpp ,...,,,..., 11 ,

such that both ip and iq may call either 1+ip or 1+iq for 1,...,1 −= ni ). The situation

becomes even worse in the presence of recursion, in which case the number of
different contexts is infinite. Thus, it makes more sense to investigate the complexity
of determining the kind of type transformation that a routine does. In other words, the
routine is thought of as an operator operating in type space. This operator takes as
parameters the vector of assignment of types to the routine input arguments. Its output
is the set of all type vector assignment to the routine arguments that may be generated
as a result of the a run of the routine with this type assignment to its arguments. Global
variables that are accessed by the routine are treated here as input, output, or input-
output arguments, as appropriate. An interesting research question might be to explore
the complexity of determining what this operator is, and finding out a compact
representation for it. However, this lies beyond the scope of this paper.

On the other hand, the problem of type analysis of a (potentially recursive) routine r
in a particular calling context nrrR ,...,1= , rrn = can be modeled as an instance of

OOTA as follows: for each occurrence of a routine p as ir in context R , create an

auxiliary version ip' of p . This auxiliary version would be different than p in that if

q is a routine that p calls, and q is 1+ir , then instead of calling q , routine ip' calls

its auxiliary version 1' +iq . This transformation does not increase the program size by

more than the context size. If, as before, upon termination, nr ' assigns its local

variables to global variables, then the type analysis of the transformed program yields
that of the routine in its calling context.

Inter-procedural vs. intra-procedural. In this paper we are only interested in the
inter-procedural variant of the problem. In other words, the analysis of the main
program is allowed to inductively examine the routines of that the program may
invoke, and it must take into account the effect of each such routine. The intra-
procedural variant of the problem, in which each routine is analyzed separately, while
making only conservative assumptions on the invoked routines based on what can be
inferred from their header is much simpler, and as shown by Palsberg and Scwarztbach
[PS91] is polynomial. The tendency toward small routines in modern OO
programming casts some doubt on the utility of intra-procedural analysis.
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Number of global variables. As might be expected, all of our lower bounds results
make use of only one global variable. In fact, an algorithm A which can only deal with
a single global variable, can be readily adapted to work with programs with several
global variables: Let p be a program with several global variables. Then, for each

v∈G(p), create a program vp , { },vvpG ')( = such that )'(vS in vp is the same as

)(vS in p . Program vp calls p as a procedure (thus making all its global variables

into locals) that prior to its return assigns v to 'v . We do not assume nested scopes,
and hence, in this transformation, global variables are passed as additional parameters
to all procedures of p . Now, A can be run on each vp , )( pGv ∈ . Thus, we are free

to assume that 1)( =pG .

Set of types. Although for practicality, it may be necessary to compute the whole set
)(vS together, it would become convenient to rephrase the problem as a decision

problem, i.e., checking whether a variable may assume a single type in the run of the
program. Repeatedly solving this variant for each of the types that may be assigned to
v will yield )(vS , and the number of such repetitions is at most linear. Thus, we may

assume the following alternative and polynomial-time equivalent definition of the
OOTA problem:

Definition 2 The Object-Oriented Type-Analysis of a language L, or for short
OOTA(L), is: given a program Lp ∈ , a variable pv ∈ and a class pc ∈
determine whether )(vSc ∈ .

Point of type examination. Similarly, we have restricted our attention to the type of a
variable on termination. Type analysis of a variable v at program location � can be
simulated by introducing a new global variable

�
v , and adding an assignment of v to

�
v immediately after location � .

Arrays. A closer look at the issue of array elements reveals that, at least for our
purpose, the unification of array elements is not a matter of choice. References to array
elements with constant indexes (e.g., a[4]) can be thought of as references to scalar
variables. The number of such references is upper bounded by the input program size,
and they do not interfere with one another. On the other hand, variable array
references (such as a[i]) bring about issues such as constant propagation and range-
analysis, which are not only known to be difficult [WZ91, CH95, VCH96] but lie
outside of our domain of investigation. Consequently, none of the languages we will
consider contain arrays.

In the literature one sees various different approaches to the issue of arrays. This is
because practical algorithm must cater for actual programs written in specific
languages while making different simplifying assumptions. In [CGDD97], for
example, all arrays of elements of any kind are unified together into one, highly
polymorphic variable, for the purpose of the analysis. Diwan et. al [DMM96] treat
them the same as linked lists, etc. We maintain that it is still in many ways orthogonal
to the OOTA analysis problem. More complicated polymorphic data structures such as
linked lists are still part of our study.
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2.2 Base OO Language

Let us start the analysis with the abstract grammar BASE of Figure 1 for our OO
programs with the almost obvious semantics.

Program � (VarDeclaration | Routine | Class ) *  Statement*
VarDeclaration � VarName TypeName
Routine � RoutineName FormalArgument* Body
FormalArgument � VarDeclaration
Body � VarDeclaration* Statement*
TypeName � ClassName | integer | boolean | any
Class �ClassName [ BaseName ] VarDeclaration* Method*
Method � MethodName TypeName FormalArgument*
(abstract | Body)
Statement � Control l Atomic
Control � If | While | return Expression | abort
If � Expression Statement* Statement*
While �Expression Statement*
Atomic � new VarName | read VarName | Assignment
Assignment � Reference Expression
Reference � VarName FieldName*
MethodCall � VarName MethodName  Actual*
Actual � VarName
ClassName | BaseName | VarName� Id
MethodName |FieldName � Id
Expression � MethodCall | VarName | Constant
Expression � Expression Op Expression
Op � + | - | * | / | =| <> | nand
Constant � true | false | Number

In the figure, a program is a sequence of statements to be executed in the context
defined by the preceding routines, class definitions and global variable declarations. A
single inheritance model is used in which the type any— the implicit root of the
hierarchy— is also used for as the return type of procedural methods. Types boolean
and integer do not take part in the inheritance hierarchy. All variables and methods
are public. Method overriding is disallowed, except for making an abstract
method concrete. As usual, a variable of class C might be assigned to a variable of
class 'C , if and only if 'CC = or C inherits directly or indirectly from 'C . No
downcasting is allowed. The programming model is statically typed, i.e., all method

Figure 1. Abstract grammar of language BASE
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calls are statically checked. The read instruction is similar to an assignment, except
that the actual class of the read variable is unknown. The input is assumed to be legal,
i.e., not leading to type errors.

These assumptions are not crucial to the results, but they do make it possible to
concentrate on the more essential aspects of the OOTA problem.

Theorem 1 OOTA(BASE) is undecidable.

Proof. By reduction to the halting problem. Type analysis of the program of Figure 2
will yield that )(vS is not empty if and only if procedure p halts. QED

routine any p() {

...

}

class Stop {}

any a;

a := p();

a := new Stop;

Figure 2 Reduction of Halting to OOTA(BASE)

2.3 Languages All-Paths and No-Flow

Theorem 1 is not very surprising. In fact, it follows immediately from a deep theorem
due to Rice [HU79] which rather informally states that any prediction on the runtime
of a program is undecidable. To circumvent this for the purpose making static analysis
feasible, one makes the standard assumption of all-paths-probable. This can be
described as a language mode with the abstract syntax of language ALL-PATHS

specified in Figure 3 expressed as changes to Figure 1.
...
If � Maybe Statement* Statement*
While � Maybe Statement*
Maybe � maybe
...
Expression � MethodCall* |VarName | Constant
…
// The other derivation rules are the same as language Base of Figure 1.

Figure 3 Abstract grammar of language ALL-PATHS

The semantics of maybe is to return non-deterministically either true or false. In
other words, conditionals may choose non-deterministically between the two branches
and loops may execute a non-deterministic number of times including none.
Expressions are simplified in ALL-PATHS and operators are eliminated.
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Despite these simplifications, the OOTA problem remains undecidable. In fact, we can
even assert that:

Theorem 2 OOTA(NO-FLOW) is undecidable.

Where NO-FLOW is an even weaker language than ALL-PATHS defined in Figure 4
below, in which control flow statements are all but eliminated. Language NO-FLOW is
designed to emulate a flow insensitive analysis.

...
Body � VarDeclaration* ( Simple* | Control )
Control � mix Simple*
...

The other derivation rules are the same as language ALL-PATHS of Figure 3

Figure 4 Abstract grammar of language NO-FLOW

In this language, there are two kinds of procedures and methods. If there is a control
flow statement in Body then all simple statements in the routine may be executed in
any non-deterministic order. If however, there are no control flow statements in the
routine body, then all such statements are executed in sequence. One motivation for
assuming that sequential execution order is that an expression which is usually
executed in order, may include a sequence of method calls, thus imposing order. The
extreme and more pure flow-insensitive execution model, in which the method calls in
an expression may execute in any order and in which even a routine with a single
statement may execute that statement any number of times, seems to be rather
recalcitrant. We are unable to provide any analytic results for the complexity of OOTA
under this model.

2.4 Variants on No-Flow and All-Paths

2.4.1 DEFINITION DEPTH

The undecidability result of Theorem 2 is due to the fact that our programming model
allows recursive data types such as linked lists and trees. Their presence makes it
possible to define aggregates of unbounded capacity. It is not too surprising that an
algorithms that sets to analyze separately all members of a linked list may run
indefinitely. Indeed, in the literature we find that algorithms actually make various
simplifying assumptions as to the contents of complex data structures even to the types
of non primitive instance variables (see e.g., [DMM96] for their “aggregate analysis”
phase). We explicate these assumptions as restrictions on the language model. To be
able to do so, we need the following definition:

Definition 3 (Definition depth) For a class c , let )(cd , the definition depth of c is

defined recursively as the minimal function that satisfies the following. If the
instance variables of c are all of primitive types then 1)( =cd , otherwise
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)))((max,min()( vtdvcd ∞=

where v ranges over all instance variables of c , and )(vt is the class of .v For a

program p , let

)()(max)( cdpCcpd ∈= .

Thus, )(cd is ∞ for any directly or indirectly recursively defined class. Otherwise, it is

the maximal depth of data member definitions in a class.

Definition 4 For a language L and a function )(nf let ))(( nfL be the language of

all Lp ∈ , np =|| , such that the at most ))(()( nfOpd = nested class definitions

are used in P .

We have already seen that OOTA(NO-FLOW( ∞ )) is undecidable. The other extreme
case occurs if )1()( Opd = , in which we can the time for solving the OOTA problem

is provably exponential.

Theorem 3 OOTA(NO-FLOW(1)) is EXP-TIME complete.

This language model corresponds to an algorithmic simplifying assumption which, in
the interest of avoiding the undecidability predicament of Theorem 3, avoids, in one
way or another, analyzing the content of instance variables, and limits its interest to
simple variables.

The next theorem answers the question of what happens should an algorithm just avoid
recursive data structures, while still delving into the analysis of field definitions?

Theorem 4 OOTA(NO-FLOW ( )n ) is DEXP-TIME complete.

2.4.2 NON RECURSIVE COMPUTATION

The proofs of both Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 rely on the fact that the algorithm may
need to do distinct type analysis for each incarnation of a recursive routine. To see if
the problem becomes any easier in the presence of a common simplifying assumption
in which all incarnations of a routine are treated alike, we need the following
definition:

Definition 5 For a language L let 'L be the language of all Lp ∈ , p has no

recursive routines or methods.

As it turns out, the elimination of recursion does not help much:

Theorem 5 OOTA(NO-FLOW ( )'1 ) is P-SPACE complete.

In other words, the problem becomes only “probably” intractable.

Similarly, the case of making the non-recursive assumption in the case of multi-level
pointers, reduces the complexity just a bit:

Theorem 6 OOTA(NO-FLOW ( )'n ) is EXP-SPACE complete.
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2.4.3 POLYMORPHIC SCOPE AND CHAMELEONICITY

Despite these gloomy results, it is evident from practical research that in many cases it
is possible to do exact OOTA in less than exponential time. In this sub-section we try
to define some cases in which the OOTA is likely to be easier than the general case.

Definition 6 (Polymorphic Scope) The polymorphic scope of a routine r , denoted
by )pscope(r is the set of all memory locations that r may assign values of different

types to. Also, let )pscope()ps( rr ≡ . For a program p let )ps(max)ps( rprp ∈≡ .

For a language L , and a function )(nω let ))(( ⋅≤ ωpsL , be the set of all Lp ∈ ,

np =|| , such that )()ps( np ω≤ .

Thus, the set )pscope(r includes all polymorphic program global variables, the

polymorphic local variables of r , polymorphic parameters to r and any memory
location that can be accessed through these variables. Further, if r is a method, then its
polymorphic scope spans also all polymorphic instance variables that are either
defined in r ’s class, or in any super class thereof.

We may argue rather informally that for a well-written program p , of size np =|| , it

is reasonable to expect that )(lg)ps( nOp = : The number of local variables and

parameters should be a small constant in the order of 3 or 4. This constant should not
increase too much even if multi-level pointers are allowed (we assume that there are no
recursive data types, and if there are, the algorithm makes some suitable simplifying
assumption to become oblivious of their existence.) Similarly, the number of instance
variables introduced in each class should be upper bounded by another small constant
(say in the order of 10-15). Further, a good use of inheritance will avoid very long
inheritance chains, and will make the inheritance tree of height )(lg nO . Thus, if there

are n classes, then the total number of instance variables accessible from each class
should be also )(lg nO . This situation should not change much also in the presence of

multiple inheritance; one may expect that the number of direct and indirect parents a
class may have should be logarithmic. Finally, although global variables are
universally condemned, they are sometimes a necessary evil. Their number however
should not increase by more than a constant for any constant factor increase in the
program size. If this is indeed the case, then the time for solving OOTA is less than
exponential.

Theorem 7 The time for computing OOTA(ALL-FLOW( nlgps ≤ )) is )(lg nOn .

Although less than exponential, this time is still super polynomial (sometimes called
quasi-polynomial in the literature). Nevertheless, such a high run time is required only
if most of the polymorphic variables may each store many different dynamic types. To
characterize the cases in which OOTA can be done in polynomial time, we define the
notion of chameleonicity which is basically the number of bits required to represent an
instantaneous assignment of dynamic types to polymorphic variables.
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Definition 7 (Chameleonicity) The chameleonicity of a variable v , denoted by
)chm(v is � �ulg where u is the number of concrete classes in the transitive reflexive

inheritance relation with the class of .v The chameleonicity of a routine r is defined
by

�
∈

≡
)pscope(

)chm()chm(
rv

vr .

The chameleonicity of a program p is defined by

)chm(max)chm( rp
pr∈

≡ .

For a language L , and a function )(nω let ( )( )nchmL ω≤ , be the set of all

Lp ∈ , np =|| ,such that

)()chm( np ω≤ .

With this definition, we can more accurately characterize a set of input programs for
which the OOTA is polynomial.

Theorem 8 OOTA(ALL-FLOW ( ) Pn ∈≤ )lgchm .

3 Proof of Theorem 5

This section shows that the OOTA problem in the absence of multi-level pointers and
recursion is P-SPACE complete. There are two parts to the proof. Hardness is shown
in Section 3.1, while membership in P-SPACE is shown in Section 3.2. These two
proofs provide the skeleton of several other proofs in the sequel.

3.1 P-SPACE Hard

The proof is by reduction of the halting problem of a linear bounded
automaton [HU79] (page 225) which is complete in P-SPACE. Such an automaton is
just a different name for a Turing machine with a tape of length linear in the input size.
For simplicity, we assume that the alphabet on which the machine operates is just the
set { }1,0 . No generality is lost since any finitely sized alphabet, which may include

special symbols such as blank or end-of-input, can be encoded with { }k1,0 , for some

finite k . We denote the tape length by n and assume that the input has the same
length. (If the input has length nε , we can pad the end of the input thus increasing the

input size. Such a change only affects the constants of the construction, but not the
complexity classes.) The more precise definition given below is pertinent for the
reduction. A linear-space Turing machine M over the alphabet { }1,0 consists of a

finite state control, a tape T of n cells numbered 1,...,1,0 −n , each of which is either 0
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or 1, and a read-write head that points to the current tape cell. The finite state control

of M is defined by a quadruple δ,,0, FqQ where

• Q is a set of internal states,

• Qq ∈0 is the initial state,

• QF ⊆ is the set of accepting states, and

• { } { } { }1,0,11,01,0: −××→× QQδ is the transition function, specifying the next

state, the symbol to be written to the current tape cell, and the head
movement.

The machine receives its input on the tape T , which is also used for temporary storage
throughout the computation. Initially, M is at state 0q and the head is at position 0 .

In each computation step, the following is performed. Let { }1,0∈s be the value of the

current cell, Qq ∈ be the current internal state, and ni <≤0 be the current cell

number. Then, if ),','(),( msqsq =δ , where Qq ∈' , { }1,0'∈s and { }1,0,1−∈m , then

's is written to the current cell, the machine changes its internal state to 'q and the

head moves to cell mi + . The machine is not permitted to move beyond the tape
boundaries; any computation that leads to such a move is excluded from our
considerations. When the machine enters an accepting state, no further changes in its
state may occur. Thus, for all Fq ∈ and 1,0=s we have )0,,(),( sqsq =δ .

Definition 8. Given a specification δ,,, 0 FqQ of a machine M , and an

assignment { }n1,0∈τ of initial values to the tape T , then the halting problem of

M over τ is to determine whether starting with a tape initialized to τ , machine
M ever reaches any state Fq ∈ .

Given M and τ we construct a C++ program PM of length )(nO such that a type

analysis of MP also solves the halting problem of M over τ . This construction is

possible since the description of M and τ are both finite. We will show that the size
of τ is linear in the size of these.

The basic idea of the construction is to define abstract classes corresponding to the set
of states, the head position and the tape. Concrete classes will reflect the contents of
the tape, and the head position. Virtual function calls will model the function δ . More
specifically, we distinguish three main techniques that are employed in the
construction:

• Values as types. A configuration of M consists of the internal state, the head
position, and the contents of the tape cells. These are all entities, which assume
different values at different times throughout the course of the computation of M .
Each of these entities is modeled in the C++ program as a pointer variable to an
abstract class. A value that might be stored in such a variable is modeled as a C++
concrete class inheriting from the abstract class. A change in the configuration is
modeled by storing in the corresponding C++ pointer the address of an instance of
the appropriate concrete class.
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• Conditionals as virtual function call. Modeling configurations as variables is not
enough; it is also necessary to model value-dependent behavior. At each
computation step, M takes different actions depending on the value of its
“variables”. This is modeled in MP by constructing a class with two derived classes

(corresponding to true and false), a pure virtual function for the action itself, and
having an appropriate different override for that function in each derived class.
Thus, for example, if f() is a virtual function, and x a pointer that can point to
classes true and false, then the call x->f() will invoke one of two concrete
functions, depending on the dynamic type of *x.

• Multi-parameter functions as nested calls. Virtual function call can model
dependence on one variable (i.e., in the previous example, only the parameter x can
affect which concrete f() is invoked. To model the fact that the δ function takes
more than one parameter, we apply a technique similar to currying: the dependence
on the first parameter is modeled as a call to a first virtual function which in turn
calls a second virtual function that models the dependence on the second variable,
etc.

The construction of MP is next described. We start by modeling the set of states of

M and the δ function, as in Figure 5.

class Q {
public:

virtual void delta0() = 0;
virtual void delta1() = 0;

};

class q0: public Q {
public:

void delta0();
void delta1();

};

class q1: public Q {
public:

void delta0();
void delta1();

};

…
Figure 5 Modeling Turing machine states as C++ classes

Note that there are two delta functions: delta0() is called if the value at the current
tape cell is 0; otherwise, delta1() is called. As explained above, there is a concrete
class for each of the states in Q .

For brevity only, we can write the above (and some of the subsequent code) in C++
using templates, as outlined in Figure 6. Note however that there is nothing in the
construction that requires this language feature.
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class Q {
public:

virtual void delta0() = 0;
virtual void delta1() = 0;

};

template <unsigned m>
class q: public Q {

public:
void delta0() {}
void delta1() {}

};

Q *state = new q<0>;

Figure 6 Alternate modeling of Turing machine states as C++ classes using templates

Then, the template is instantiated for each m = i , Qqi ∈ . The body of delta0() and

delta1() will in general depend on ),0( qδ and ),1( qδ . However, for all Fq ∈ ,

these two functions are empty. We therefore provided an empty default for these two
functions. For FQq \∈ specific specialization will be provided as outlined later. To

model the current internal state of M , we introduce a global variable state
initialized appropriately.

We now turn to modeling the tape cells. The three classes of Figure 7 model the two
values that might be assigned to any of the cells in the tape. The convention of
defining variables with names identical to these of the corresponding class will prove
handy.

class Tape {
public:

virtual void delta() = 0;
};

class Tape0: public Tape {
public:

void delta() { state->delta0() }
} Tape0;

class Tape1: public Tape {
public:

void delta() { state->delta1(); }
} Tape1;

Figure 7 Modeling tape cell values as C++ classes

The n cells of the tape are modeled using n pointers to class Tape. It is easier to
define these using as static variables of a class template as done in Figure 8, but a
slightly longer (but still )(nO ) definition is possible without using this feature.
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template<unsigned i>
class Cell {

public: static Tape *t;
};

Tape *Cell<0>::t = &Tape0;
Tape *Cell<1>::t = &Tape1;
Tape *Cell<2>::t = &Tape0;
Tape *Cell<3>::t = &Tape1;

…
Figure 8 Modeling tape cells as C++ classes with initialization ,...1,0,1,0=τ

We initialize these pointers according to the input assignment τ . Figure 8 gives the
initialization of these for τ which is an alternating sequence of zeroes and ones.

The current position of the read-write head is realized as a global pointer to an abstract
class, which might assume values of n concrete classes deriving from it, as depicted in
Figure 9. For brevity, the n concrete classes are defined using a template, but could be
defined manually without increasing the program size beyond )(nO . Take note that if

the head is at position i, i.e., head points to an instance of position<i>, then the

virtual function call head->set0()would assign the dynamic type 0 to the thi tape
cell, and similarly for head->set1(). Also, the virtual calls head->inc(), and
head->dec(), would move the tape head appropriately, by changing the dynamic
type of *head. These positioning functions must be specialized for the boundary
cases, to prevent infinite expansion of the template, and to cater for movements
beyond tape boundaries. These specializations are done at the last two lines of Figure
9, where it is assumed that N is an appropriately defined #defined constant.
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class Position {
public:

virtual void set0() = 0;
virtual void set1() = 0;
virtual void inc() = 0;
virtual void dec() = 0;
virtual void delta() = 0;

} *head;

template <unsigned i>
class position: public Position {

public:
void set0() { Cell::t<i> = &Tape0; }
void set1() { Cell::t<i> = &Tape1; }

void inc() { head = new position<i+1>; †}
void dec() { head = new position<i-1>; }

void delta() { Cell::t<i> -> delta(); }
};

void position<0>::dec() { exit(1); }
void position<N-1>::inc() { exit(1); }

Figure 9 Modeling head position using C++ classes.

The function delta() in Figure 10 demonstrates our third modeling technique of
function nesting. The virtual call head->delta()invokes either
Tape0::delta() or Tape1::delta(), depending on the value at the current
input cell. If Tape0::delta() is called, then state->delta0() is called, and
similarly for Tape1::delta1().

We are now in a good position to elaborate the definitions of the delta functions in
the template classes q<i>. This is best done with an example: suppose that the value
of ( )0,4qδ , FQq \4 ∈ is ( )1,1,7 −q , then, we specialize the template definition of

q<4>::delta0()as in Figure 10.
void q<4>::delta0() {

state = new q<7>;
head->set1();
head->dec();

}

Figure 10 Realizing ( ) )1,1,7(0,4 −= qqδ as a C++ function

All that remains now is to write the main program, which is given in Figure 11. It
should be obvious that at the termination of function main, ∅≠FQS \)( �state if

and only if machine M has a halting run. Without loss of generality it may be assumed
that 1|| =F , and thus the question can be also formulated as the decision variant of the

OOTA problem.

† Although the program effects a huge memory leak, it is still acceptable as a “legitimate” C++
program since its sole purpose is to exercise an optimizer compiler.
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state = new q<0>;
head = new head<0>;

main() // Program PM
{

for (;;) {
head -> delta();

}
}

Figure 11 Main function for realizing a Turing Machine as a C++ function.

Note. Program MP was quite simple according to many traditional software

engineering complexity measures: the call stack was )1(O , the number of instance

variables was minimal. No multi-level pointers were used at all. Further, the depth of
the inheritance hierarchy was )1(O , and although as a result of this the number of

children classes was large, it is easy to see that almost any given inheritance hierarchy
could have been used in the reduction. MP basically uses )1(On + global variables

and )1(On + classes. No complicated parameter passing is used, the vast majority of

functions have exactly one statement, and the maximal number of statements in any
function is three. This indicates that intuition might be misleading in understanding the
complexity of sample programs and the extent by which they are typical.

3.2 In P-SPACE

To complete the proof of Theorem 5 it remains to show that OOTA(NO-FLOW )'1( ) is

in P-SPACE. We do so by demonstrating a polynomial time reduction of the slightly
more general problem OOTA(ALL-PATHS )'1( ) to the following P-SPACE problem.

Definition 9. The S-T Connectivity problem is, given a graph G whose vertices

are bit vectors of length )1(On and two vertices Gts ∈, , determine if there is a
path in G leading from s to t .

It is assumed that the graph is given in an efficient representation, i.e., that the query
Gyx ∈, can be evaluated in polynomial time.

In order to solve an instance cvp ,, of OOTA(ALL-PATHS )'1( ) of length n , we first

reduce it to an instance tsGn ,,, of S-T connectivity, then apply a P-SPACE

algorithm to solve tsGn ,,, . For the reduction we define a configuration of program

p, which represents a potential instantaneous point during its run time, to include the
following components:

1. The current dynamic type of all global variables;
2. A list of all active methods and procedures (call stack);
3. The program counter in all active methods and procedures;

4. The current dynamic type of all active local and parameter variables;
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5. The current dynamic type of all memory locations reachable from global
variables and local variables.

Each such configuration is represented as a vertex in G. Two crucial factors makes it
possible to represent a configuration using only a polynomial number of bits. Since
p contains no recursion, the call stack has depth n≤ . Also, if the definitions depth is

O(1), then the total number of accessible memory locations is ( )nO . The rest is

trivially polynomial, since the number of different classes and routines is necessarily
linear. In fact, a careful accounting would show that only )lg( nnO bits are actually

required to encode a configuration as a bit vector.

The edges of graph G are defined as follows: vertex x is connected to vertex y if

executing the instruction indicated by the program counter of x might change the
configuration to y . This dimension of non-determinism arises from the fact that we

assume the ALL-PATHS programming model. Let s be the vertex representing the
initial configuration of p . Finally, we add a new vertex t to the graph G which does

not correspond to any specific configuration, with an edge from any configuration
vertex x to t if the call stack and the program counter of x are those of a program
termination, and if global variable v of p has the dynamic type c in x . Clearly, there

is a path in G from s to t if and only if )(vSc ∈ in p .

Note. To the best of our knowledge, the above reduction also gives the best algorithm

with a closed asymptotic time bound (which happens to be )lg(2 nnO ) to the inter-
procedural object-oriented type analysis problem. Although several algorithms
described in the literature were demonstrated to be efficient for some sample inputs,
their asymptotic complexity was never established. This seems to be also the case for
Pande and Ryder result [PR94], which is claimed to be polynomial, but only for the
“typical” case.

4 The Impact of Recursion

In this section we address the issue of the impact of recursion in the input program on
the complexity of the OOTA problem (proof of Theorem 3 as well as Theorem 7 and
Theorem 8). With the presence of recursion, the reduction to S-T connectivity is no
longer valid, since the number of different configuration is unbounded. The main
difficulty is that the program may include an unbounded number of live variables on
the call stack, all of which may take part in the type analysis. The stack regime that
controls the access to these variables makes it still possible to control the complexity
of the problem. Section 4.1 provides the upper bound results, while Section 4.2 gives
the lower bound result.
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4.1 Cook’s Theorem

The results shown in this section are all based on a fairly old and deep theorem of
Stephen Cook [C71] characterizing the computational power of a Turing machine
equipped with a stack. Following Cook we define an auxiliary pushdown machine
(aux-PDM) as a single-tape Turing machine which has an extra tape called the
pushdown tape, which operates in a special fashion. Throughout the computation, all
tape positions of the pushdown tape, which are right of its head, contain the blank
symbol. Initially, the pushdown head is at the leftmost position of its tape that contains
a special “bottom-of-stack” symbol, and all other positions are blank. The storage
requirements of an aux-PDM are the size of the working tape, ignoring the pushdown
tape. Cook showed that

Theorem 9 (Cook). Let mn lg)( ≥ω . Then the following three conditions are

equivalent:

1. A is accepted by some deterministic aux-PDM within storage )(nω .

2. A is accepted by some non-deterministic aux-PDM within storage )(nω .

3. A is accepted by some time-bounded computer within time )(2 ncω , for
some constant 0>c .

(In fact, Cook’s result related to multi-tape aux-PDMs, but it is not hard to see that
they carry equally well to single-tapes aux-PDMS.)

We reduce OOTA(NO-FLOW (1)) to the acceptance problem of a non-deterministic
aux-PDM M , which takes as input a copy of the program source code. An instance

cvp ,, of OOTA(NO-FLOW(1)) of length n is fed to M which uses

( )nnOn lg)( =ω work tape and accepts if and only if )(vSc ∈ . The reduction

technique is similar in principle to that of Section 3.2, but this time instead of reducing
to a graph theoretic problem, we make the reduction directly to the Turing machine
variant. A run of M is in fact a simulation of an abstract interpretation of program p ,

where all values are abstracted out and only type information is stored. We use the
same notion of configuration as in Section 3.2. At any given point during the execution
of M , the current configuration in the simulation of p is stored on M ’s tapes as

follows: The types of all active local variables and parameters, as well as memory
locations reachable from these are stored in the pushdown tape. This tape also stores
the program counter of routines in the call stack of p . The types of all global

variables and memory locations reachable from them are stored on the working tape.
Further, the working tape stores a copy of the topmost stack frame, i.e., that of the
currently executing routine. For simplicity we may assume that the working tape has
dedicated locations for all local variables of all local routines. Whenever a procedure
P(v1,v2,...,vm) is called with actual parameters maa ,,1 � , the values of

v1,v2,...,vm are saved on the pushdown tape, and the tape locations that held
v1,v2,...,vm are given the values maa ,,1 � . Thus the working tapes require

( )nnO lg space, while we have no a priori bound on the size of the pushdown tape.
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The finite state control of M is a universal interpreter machine, devised to examine
the current configuration, check the program text to determine the set of permissible
subsequent configurations and non-deterministically change the current configuration
to one of these. Aux-PDM M will have an accepting computation if and only if a
variable v is of dynamic type c at the end of the run. By Cook’s Theorem, we can

solve the acceptance problem for such aux-PDM within time ncnnc lg)( 22 =ω , i.e.,
within exponential time.

Note that since M is non-deterministic it is not very useful in solving the more
interesting complementary problem namely if a variable v cannot assume type c .
However, by Cook’s Theorem we can find an equivalent deterministic AUX-PDM

'M , so the complementary problem can also be solved by changing the accepting state
of 'M . We can now use Cook’s Theorem to obtain a (deterministic) algorithm to
solve OOTA(NO-FLOW(1)).

The same simulation with exactly the same finite control together with Cook's theorem
proves Theorem 8. To see this, observe that the simulation can be carried out by using

))(chm( pO bits in the work tape to store the types of active variables. The simulation

can thus be computed in time )chm(2 pc and if )chm( p is )(lg nO we have that OOTA

can be done in polynomial time. The proof of Theorem 7 trivially follows from the
observation that � �npp lg)ps()chm( ≤ .

4.2 EXP-TIME Completeness

We now proceed to show that problem NO-FLOW (1) is EXP-TIME complete. It
follows from Cook’s theorem that this can be done by a reduction of the halting
problem of a given deterministic aux-PDA M with memory nn =)(ω to a C++

function which is an instance of NO-FLOW (1).

The reduction is quite similar to that of Section 3.1. Hence, while providing most of
the code, we will only stop to highlight the differences. The first of these is the fact
that the transition function δ of M depends on four variables, which are the current
internal state, and the values under the heads of the input tape, the work tape and the
pushdown tape. Thus, if we assume a binary alphabet, then in the C++ classes that
model the state, there should be eight different delta functions, and a three-way
dispatch before the right one is selected. However, in the case nn =)(ω we may

assume, without loss of generality, that the input tape is also used as a work tape, thus
reducing the number of tapes to two. The dispatch code is given in Figure 12. The
extension to multi-tapes when necessary is straightforward.
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class Loop;

class Q {
public:

virtual Loop *delta00() = 0;
virtual Loop *delta01() = 0;
virtual Loop *delta10() = 0;
virtual Loop *delta11() = 0;

};

template <unsigned m>
class q: public Q {

public:
Loop *delta00(); Loop *delta01();
Loop *delta10(); Loop *delta11();

};

Q *state = new q<0>;

class Tape {
public:

virtual Loop *delta0() = 0;
virtual Loop *delta1() = 0;

};

class Tape0: public Tape {
public:

Loop *delta0() { return state->delta00(); }
Loop *delta1() { return state->delta10(); }

} Tape0;

class Tape1: public Tape {
public:

Loop *delta0() { return state->delta01(); }
Loop *delta1() { return state->delta11(); }

} Tape1;

Figure 12 Multi-dispatch for modeling an aux-PDM.

Note that instead of type void as before, all delta functions are now of type Loop
*, where the body of class Loop is yet to be defined. The reason for this will become
clear in the sequel.

The modeling of the n tape input/work cells is identical to the code in Figure 8. To
model the head position we use the code of Figure 9, except for the changes required
to make the delta functions to be of type Loop *.
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class Position {
public: // …

virtual Loop *delta0() = 0;
virtual Loop *delta1() = 0;

} *head;

template <unsigned i>
class position: public Position {

public: // …

Loop *delta0() {
return Cell::t<i> -> delta0();

}

Loop *delta1() {
return Cell::t<i> -> delta1();

}
};

Figure 13 Modeling head position C++.

The types for the values in the pushdown tape are defined in Figure 14, which also
details the first step of the multi-dispatch required for selecting the correct delta
function in a class representing an internal state.

class Stack {
public:

virtual Loop *delta() = 0;
};

class Stack0: public Stack {
public:

virtual Loop *delta() {
return head->delta0();

}
} Stack0;

class Stack1: public Stack {
public:

virtual Loop *delta () {
return head->delta1(); }

}
} Stack1;

Figure 14 Types for values on the pushdown stack.

The emulation of the pushdown tape is done, as might be expected, using local
variables of types Stack0 or Stack1. Note that in addition to a state change, a tape
write and a head move, each transition of M consists a pushdown tape operation
which might be one of the following three: move back of the head of the pushdown
tape (stack pop), or a write of a value, which might be either 0 or 1, plus a forward
move of the head(stack push). The body of each deltaij function in each class
corresponding to a state FQq \∈ is similar to that depicted in Figure 10, except that

for the purpose of modeling these operations, each such function includes at its end
one of the following three additional instructions:
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1. return pop();
2. return push(&Stack0);
3. return push(&Stack1);

The crucial and most challenging aspect of the simulation is in the definition of pop
and push so as to correctly model the operations on the pushdown tape. The difficulty
is that at each point during the run of M , although the machine might potentially do
either a push or a pop to the stack, exactly one of these operations is done. This
conflicts with the all-flows-probable standard assumption of static analysis, in which at
any point during the execution, all potential operations are permissible even though
only one of them is legal. It is tempting to overcome this hurdle by modeling a non-
deterministic aux-PDM, which would have sufficed for the result according to Cook’s
theorem. However, this would have only obscured the problem without actually
solving it: even in non-deterministic machines, both push and pop are not permitted in
all computation steps,

The approach we use is to define a new type, Error, which is assigned to the
variable state in any illegal execution path. The necessary definitions for this type
are in Figure 15. Function ERROR makes state to be of type Error, after which, it
never changes its type again. Since our queries to the static type analyzer would only
check if state might become of type corresponding to FQq \∈ , such an

assignment effectively excludes the execution path that follows it.
class Error: public Q {

public:
virtual void delta00() {} void delta01() {}
virtual void delta10() {} void delta11() {}

} Error;

void ERROR() { state = &Error; }
void OK() {}

Figure 15 C++ code for invalidating illegal execution paths

We next define in Figure 16 a set of three classes that are used to force loop breaks
and continuations under the all-paths-probable assumption.
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class Loop {
virtual void break_permitted() = 0;
virtual void continue_permitted = 0;

};

class Break: public Loop {
public:

break_permitted() { OK(); }
continue_permitted() { ERROR(); }

} Break;

class Continue: public Loop {
break_permitted() { ERROR(); }
continue_permitted() { OK(); }

} Continue;

Figure 16 Classes for loop control

Suppose that variable x is declared of type Loop *, and that x is determined to store
a value of type Break, then the call, x->continue_permitted() would make a
static analyzer conclude that state would be forever of type Error. On the other
hand, tracing the polymorphic call x->continue_permitted() would not
change the static analyzer state. The exact opposite happens if x is of dynamic type
Continue.

With these classes, we can now describe the modeling of the pushdown tape and
functions push() and pop() as illustrated in Figure 17.

Loop *stack_loop(Stack *s, Loop &*l)
{

for (;;) {
l->continue_permitted();
l = s->delta();

}
}

Loop *pop() {
return &Break;

}

Loop *push(Stack *s) {
Loop *l = &Continue;
l = stack_loop(s, l);
l->break_permitted();
return &Continue;

}

Figure 17 Functions stack_loop, pop and push..

At each point during the computation of the C++ program, all values of the pushdown
tape are stored as the s parameter to the recursive function stack_loop. This
function repeatedly calls, using the multi-level dispatch mechanism starting from
parameter s, the appropriate delta function of the appropriate internal state class of
M . If the transition function δ of M is such that for the current values under the
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pushdown and work/input tape and the current internal state, a stack pop is to be done,
then this delta function will terminate with instruction return pop();. This will
assign a value of type Break to variable l in function stack_loop. The only
execution path not leading to an assignment of a value of type Error to state
would be the one in which the loop terminates after this call to the delta function.

The situation becomes more complicated if δ prescribes a write to the pushdown
tape. In this case, the invoked delta function in stack_loop would terminate in a
statement such as return push(Stack0); which might make yet another
recursive call to stack_loop.

To understand this better, consider Figure 18, depicting a typical such situation. We
use the convention of distinguishing between different invocations of the same
function by subscripts. Consider invocation stack_loop1 (which was called by
push1). Then, if after the multi-level dispatch it was determined that the transition
includes a stack push, then another copy of push, denoted push2, is invoked, which
would in turn invoke stack_loop2.

Let us study for a moment stack_loop2. This function should continue its for
loop, until it invokes (indirectly) the function pop, at which case stack_loop2
should return control to stack_loop1. We have already seen how a call to pop
“enforces” a break of the for loop, and a return of stack_loop2. The danger is that
even after a call to a push the static type analyzer would consider an execution path
in which the for is broken. To eliminate these paths from consideration, push
always returns a value of type Continue. Thus, after an indirect invocation of

Figure 18. Call stack for pushdown tape value i , work tape value j and internal

state k .
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push3, variable l of stack_loop2 would be of type Continue as well. Thus, in
the execution path in which at this point stack_loop2 breaks the loop and returns
to push2, the statement l->break_permitted();leads to an erroneous
execution path.

Thus, stack_loop1 is suspended until stack_loop2 executes a pop. When this
happens, stack_loop1 resumes its iterations calling recursively other copies of
push (and then stack_loop) until a stack pop transition is made, breaking out of
the loop and returning to push1.

5 Multi-Level Pointers

Multi-level pointers allow a program of size n to address nc memory location, for
some constant c . This is exemplified in Figure 19. While there are only N classes,

there are in potential N2 distinct memory locations, all of type Tape * organized in
balanced binary tree of height N , which are reachable from variable h. (Again, the
C++ template mechanism was used as a shorthand for writing the N classes.)

template <unsigned i>
class T { public:

T<i+1> *left, *right;
};

class T<N> { public:
Tape *cell;

};

T<1> *h;

Figure 19 Modeling exponential tape size using C++ using multi-level pointers.

It is not difficult, in principle, to extend the definitions of Figure 19 to simulate a

Turing machine work tape of length n2 . To do so, we need to store in each node of
the binary tree a pointer to a selected child. This defines a chain of selected children
from the root to a specific cell located in a leaf of the tree, which corresponds to the
current location of the head. Tape read and writes are simulated by a chain of function
calls along the path to that leaf. A head forward (and backward) movement is done by
a nested function call along that path which flips as necessary the selected child. These
are implemented with appropriate types and virtual function calls employing
techniques similar to what we have used so far. For lack of space we omit the details in
this version of the paper.

We can therefore reduce the halting problem of a Turing-Machine with an exponential
work space to OOTA(NO-FLOW )'(n ), thereby showing that the problem is EXP-

SPACE hard. Furthermore, it is easy to construct a non-deterministic Turing machine
that uses exponential space to solve OOTA(ALL-PATHS )'(n ), where the exponential

space is used for storing the type of each accessible memory location of the input
program. Since in the space complexity classes, non-deterministic and deterministic
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computations are polynomially equivalent, we have completed the proof of Theorem
6.

The proof of Theorem 4 is carried out similarly to what was done in Section 4 and
using Cook’s theorem. The main difference to that proof is that the aux-PDM uses
both an input tape, which is modeled similarly to Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9, and
an exponentially large work tape, modeled according to the principles outlined above
in this section. The dispatch according to the three values under the heads is done as
a generalization of Figure 12.

6 Undecidability Result in Case of Recursive Data Types

In this section we prove Theorem 2, i.e., we show that in the presence of recursive data
structures, the OOTA problem is undedicable. We do so by reduction of the halting
problem of an unbounded Turing machine M , which is similar to this defined in
Section 3.1, except that it may use a tape of unbounded length. All cells which do not
contain the input to M are assumed to be zero.

We assume the same class structure for Figure 20 gives the C++ code for modeling an
unbounded tape. This is done by creating a finite doubly linked list of elements of
abstract class Tape, with a variable head that emulates the read/write head of M ,
pointing into the list. At both ends of the list there are special marks of class EOT, the
remaining elements are either of class Tape0 or of class Tape1. The head is moved
by means of a non-virtual function call: head->inc() for a forward move or
head->dec() for a backward move. At each such move the next and prev
pointers of the linked list are set to their correct values (see body of functions inc,
dec and init in class Tape). However, if inc (respectively dec) is called on the
last (respectively first) non-EOT linked list item, then the virtual function init in
class EOT creates a new list item of type Tape0. This item is appended (prepended)
to the list by the code of function inc (dec).
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class Tape *head;
class Tape { public:

Tape *next, *prev;
virtual void delta() = 0;
virtual Tape *init() { return this; }
void inc() {

head = next->init();
next = head;
next->prev = this;

}
void dec() {

head = prev->init();
prev = head;
prev->next = this;

}
} *head;
class Tape0: public Tape { public:

void delta() { state->delta0(); }
};
class Tape1: public Tape { public:

void delta() { state->delta1(); }
};
class EOT: public Tape { public:

Tape *init() {
Tape *new_cell = new Tape0;
new_cell->prev = new_cell->next = new EOT;
return new_cell;

}
} EOT;
Figure 20 Modeling an unbounded tape using a C++ linked-list class.

Two functions, set0 and set1 are used for writing a value to the cell under the tape
head. The code for these functions is given in Figure 21. The write operation is
realized by creating a new value of the appropriate type and inserting it into the list to
replace the previous cell that head pointed to.

void set0() {
Tape *new_head = new Tape0;
new_head->next = head->next;
new_head->prev = head->prev;
head->next->prev = new_head;
head->prev->next = new_head;
head = new_head;

}
void set1() {

Tape *new_head = new Tape0;
new_head->next = head->next;
new_head->prev = head->prev;
head->next->prev = new_head;
head->prev->next = new_head;
head = new_head;

}

Figure 21 Writing a value to a linked list modeling an unbounded tape.
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Finally, we show in Figure 22 how the code for initializing the linked list and then
setting it to the right input values for M might be written. In order to make sure that
the head is at the first input cell, we do the initialization from the last value backwards.

void initialize() {
head = new Tape0;
head->prev = new EOT;
head->next = new EOT;

}
void set_inputs() {

head->set0();
head->dec();
head->set1();
head->dec();
head->set1();
…

}
void run() {

for (;;) {
head->delta();

}

main() {
initializa();
set_inputs();
run();

}

Figure 22 Initializing the linked list with input values.

The remaining parts of the reduction, i.e., abstract class Q and the body of the concrete
classes derived from it, are as in Figure 6 and Figure 10. This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.

Note. The language features used in the reduction, other than the recursive data types,
were minimal: no parameters were passed, all functions contained very few simple
instructions and the depth of the call stack was very small. Undecidability was a direct
consequence of the fact that the static analyzer is required to deal with an unbounded
number of polymorphic variables.

7 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper give a precise characterization of the abstract
computational complexity of the object-oriented type analysis problem. Experimental
research is still required to assess the validity of the theoretical predictions of the
relationship between the chameleonicity. It is not clear from Cook’s theorem what is
the complexity of OOTA in the case the chameleonicity is sub-logarithmic. It is also
interesting to identify other well-defined quantities and qualities of the program under
analysis, which would provably effect tractability of the OOTA problem. As
mentioned in the paper, yet another direction for a future research might be the
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analysis of the OOTA of a routine in each calling context, and the study of the pure
and extreme flow insensitive programming model.

Acknowledgments. We are indebted to Oscar Ibarra for referring us to Cook’s
theorem. Inspiring discussions with Bertrand Meyer helped shape this paper.
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